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ABSTRACT 
Background and Aim: There is no consensus regarding the role of the inter-implant distance on the retention of 
implant-supported overdentures, although some studies done in this field. Furthermore, different reports exist about 
overdenture retention values due to using different attachment systems and decreased retentions for the wear, 
structural changes of attachments or increased cycles of insertion and removal of overdentures. The present in vitro 
study assessed the effects of inter-implant distance on the retention of 2 attachment systems on the implant-tissue-
supported mandibular overdentures.   
Materials and Methods:In an in vitro experimental trial, 2 metal blocks were fabricated, 1 for the placement of 
matrix elements (maxilla) and another for the patrix element (mandible). From the metal patrix block, 3 acrylic blocks 
were prepared for the placement of the analogue and of the metal matrix block (maxilla), 6 acrylic blocks were 
prepared for the placement of the housing related to the attachments. Two holes created in each inter-implant distance 
with equal distances from the long axis of metal block. The anlogues were mounted parallel to each other in paired 
groups in these distances. Locator and ball attachments were connected to the analogues and metal housings and 
processing caps were connected to the attachments. In matrix acrylic blocks, the housing places were drilled and 
placed in the patrix blocks to be hardened after filling with acryl. Finally, there was 2 metal blocks with 36 pairs of the 
nylon inserts in 9 acrylic blocks regarding 3 inter-implant distances of 19, 23 and 29mm (3 for ball housing of 
Biohorizons systems, 3 for locator housing of Zest Anchor system and 3 blocks for the analogues of Biohorizon 
system). The blocks were mounted in the Zwick device and subjected to tensile dislodging loads in the fatigue cycles 
of 0, 120, 360, 720 and 1440 and the maximum dislodging forces were calculated. The effects of attachment system, 
cycle numbers and inter-implant distances on attachments retention values were analyzed by 3-sided ANOVA. The 
paired comparisons were done by Tukey test and the retention values of 2 attachments were analyzed by Student t-test.      
Results: In the inter-implant distance of 19mm, the mean retention of ball and locator attachments were 12.31MPa 
and 74.22MPa; in the distance of 23mm, the values were 11.93MPa and 67.93MPa; and in the distance of 29mm, the 
values were 12.22MPa and 68.91MPa.  
The mean retention values of the ball attachments were 15.02, 13.71, 12.28, 10.95 and 8.79MPa in the cycles of 0, 
120, 360, 720 and 1440 respectively. These values were 117.06, 78.09, 64.82, 54.59 and 37.21MPa for the locator 
attachments in the mentioned cycles respectively. 
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The effect of the inter-implant distance on the attachment retentions was not significant (p=0.09). However, the effects 
of attachment type (p<0.0001) and the number of fatigue cycles (p<0.0001) on the attachment retentions was 
statistically significant (p<0.0001). 
Conclusion:Then, together with the increased fatigue cycles, the attachment retentions decreased continuously and the 
mean retentions of Locator was significantly higher than Ball system. Due to the similar values of retention in the 
studied inter-implant distances, it seems that implant location on both sides of the midline does not affect attachment 
wear and the clinicians can place the implants closer to each other as possible without any negative effect on their 
retentions.  
 
Keywords:Overdenture, Retetion, Attachment, Fatigue cycles, Inter-implant distances 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Stabilization and retention in complete prosthetics 
is one of the problems of patients who are 
completely toothless at mandible (1). It has been 
specified that there is a direct relationship between 
the retentionof prosthesis and patient satisfaction 
(2, 3) and the need for frequent referrals due to 
bone resorption is also an important issue, which 
leads to a morereduction of retentionand stability 
(1). This problem in the mandible is higher than 
maxillary due to the lower prosthetic bed (1, 4).  
The use of implant-based overdenture has been 
suggested as one of the most commonly used 
therapies in toothless patients (5). Implant-based 
overdenture is considered as a desirable 
therapeutic approach because of its simplicity, 
non-invasiveness and cost-effectiveness.In 
mandibular tissue and implant-based overdenture, 
using 2 implants has been considered as a standard 
and desirable treatment, especially when posterior 
ridge position is ideal and there are also 
limitations in terms of treatment costs for the 
patient (6). Overdenture with the insertion of 2 
implants with the attachment can replace the use 
of complete dentures (5).An attachment means a 
fastener and it is referred to the part that causes 
the implant to attach to the prosthesis, so that the 
prosthesis can withstand displacing forces. 
Various types of attachment systems have been 
designed and built for implant-based overdentures 
by various factories, although some of these 
systems are without appropriate scientific support 
in designing and selecting materials,and clinicians 
often select the attachments in an approximate 
manner and based on the amount of 
retentionclaimed by the factory (7). Overdentures 
must be carefully designed to achieve adequate 

stability, ideal design, beauty and from, as well as 
maximum patient satisfaction (8). Among 
attachments, Stud attachment is one the most 
commonly used attachments (9). There are many 
factors for choosing the attachment systems, 
including the amount of available space, the 
distribution of force between the implant and the 
tissue, as well as the amount of satisfactory 
retentionand stability. Retention is defined as the 
prosthesis capacity for dealing with vertical 
forces, which plays a significant role both in 
durabilityof patient function and satisfaction(2), 
although there is no precise definition of 
acceptable retention in studies (2). It has been 
reported that an attachment requires a retentionof 
10 to 20 N for sufficient denture maintenance 
(10). The retentionamount is affected by the type 
of attachment and its design (11, 12), and wear of 
the components (13, 14), the implant angle (15), 
the direction of the force applied, the attachment 
material, the system design, and the dimensions of 
the attachment (16) they can all affect the amount 
of retention. When placing 2 implants in tissue-
based overdentures and mandibular implant, 
implants are generally placed between 2 mental 
foramen (17). Therefore, another factor to be 
considered is the distance between the two 
implants.Some studies have investigated the 
effects of inter-implant distance on the retention 
of prosthesis without considering the effect of this 
factor and the amount of retention, and it has been 
determined that the inter-implant distancecan 
affect the amount of retention in implant-based 
dentures and based on the type of the implants 
used (18, 19). Of course, there is few studies on 
the effects of inter-implant distanceon the amount 
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of retention of tissue and implant-based 
overdentures, and further research is still needed. 
On the other hand, locators and balls are widely 
used attachments in prosthetic treatments.The 
locator is of non-splint attachmentsgroup,these 
attachments have dual retention functionality and 
require little vertical space. Therefore, these 
attachments have good applicability in small 
spaces. These features, in general, have made 
locator attachments a good clinical option for 
clinicians.Easy treatments by using non-splint 
attachments, less costs of treatments by using 
them, and easier cleaning of them, have made this 
method to be an attractive methodfor clinicians 
and patients (2). The ball attachmentshave 
extensive applications in prosthetic treatments and 
transfer ideal forces to overdentures (20). 
The purpose of this study was to determine the 
effects of inter-implant distance on the retention 
of 2 types of attachment systems in mandibular 
tissue and implant-based overdentures,in vitro.  
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS: 
In an experimental study, 2 hollow metal blocks 
with internal dimensions of 35×15×40 and a 
thickness of 3mm, in such a way that walls would 
be parallel, were made by an industrial turning 
machine (one for mandibular-patrix components 
and one for maxillary-matrix components). To 
prepare each sample, mandibular block was filled 
with self-cure acrylic, and 15 minutes was given 
to acrylic to become hard, then 2 holes were 
created by the milling machine at inter-implant 
distance of 1mm greater than analog diameter so 
that their distance to the longitudinal side of the 
metal block would be the same, and afterward, in 
each blocks, 2 analogs (Biohorizons systems) 
were mounted as two by two, at inter-implant 
distances of 19, 23 and 29mm, in a perfectly 
parallel position and at a same height. Their 
parallelism has been reaffirmed with the analyzer 
rod. This was repeated three times and after each 
mount, the blocks were removed and the next 
block was prepared (Fig. 1). 

 
Figure 1:Sample mounts 
 
Ball attachments (Biohorizons system) and 
locators (Zest anchore) (Fig. 2) were closed on the 
analogs, and the metal housing and processing 
caps of each attachment were connected. A total 
of 6 maxillary blocks were prepared in the same 
manner (3 blocks for housing of locator and 3 
blocks for housing of the ball system), and 2 holes 
1mm greater than housings were prepared in in the 
placement area of housing and were filled with 
self-cure acrylic. Acrylic blocks were placed 
inside metal blocks and using hardened acrylic, 

the first block was placed on the second block. 
Then, two blocks were placed inside the jaws of 
the Zwick machine, so the acrylic hardening 
would be finished. The same was done for every 6 
blocks.Eventually, 9 acrylic blocks were obtained, 
in 3 of them analog and attachment were placed, 
in 3 of them components of the matrix locator, and 
in other 3 the other components of ball patrix. 
Finally, black caps were removed and were 
replaced by clear colornylon insert for locators 
and orange o-ring for ball abutments.  
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Figure 2:A-ball, Locator – B, and Locator tool core – C. 
In total, two metal blocks with 36 pairs of nylon 
inserts in 9 acrylic blocks (3 blocks for ball 
housings of Biohorizons system, 6 blocks from 
locator housings of Zest Anchor system, and 3 
blocks for analogs of Biohorizons system) were 
prepared in 3 inter-implant distances of 19, 23 and 
29mm.  
Mounting the samples and setting the machines 
A set of 2 metal blocks were placed inside 2 jaws 
of Zwick machine, in such a way that lower 
edgesof the block would be parallel to upper edges 
of lower jaw, mid-sized jaws were used for this. 
The test speed was set to 50 mm/min. According 
to the results of the study by Satti et al. (2013); 20 
cycles per minute with a minimum of 3 seconds 

interval between each cycle is the maximum 
acceptable speed for periodic loading (21).  
Periodic loading 
Normally, a patient inserts and pulls off the 
overdenture prosthesis 4 times a day (insert it on 
in the morning, inserts and pulls it off after 
breakfast, lunch and dinner, and pulls it off at 
night). With this assumption, each day consists of 
4 cycles (pulling and insertion). Considering that 
each month is considered as 30 days, therefore, 
each 720 cycles would be equivalent to 6 months 
of clinical use and 1440 cycles would be 
equivalent to 1 year of clinical use. Generally, 
each sample is placed under 1440 cycles and, in 
total, 51,840 insertions and pulling cycles are 
performed for each set of samples.  

 
Figure 3: Load test device for cyclic loading 
Evaluation test of the maximum separator 
force  
The samples were subjected to tensile test in 
cycles of 0, 120, 360, 720 and 1440 times, and the 
maximum separator force was measured. The 
speed of performing the test was 50 mm/min, 
which is similar to the speed of pulling the denture 

off by the patient. The maximum stress level was 
recorded in Newton and the amount of stress was 
also recorded by test x pert Machine v10.11 
software connected to the Zwick Roell machine as 
stress-strain diagram. The peak of the graph is the 
maximum point of separator force at a time when 
the overdenture is detached from the model. 
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Figure 4: Zwick machine for tensile test on specimens 
three-way ANOVA was used to determine the 
effects of attachment type, the number of cycles 
and also inter-implant distances on the amount of 
retention of attachments. One-way ANOVA was 
used in cases where the purposewas to evaluate 
the amount of retention of attachments based on 
one of these variables. In these cases, and in cases 
thatthe results of one-wayANOVA would be 
significant, Tukey's two-by-two comparisons test 
was used for two by two comparisonof groups. 
Student t test was used to compare the amount of 
retention in two groups of attachments in different 
conditions.  
 
FINDINGS 
The mean and standard deviation of the ball and 
locator attachments in inter-implant distances of 
19, 23 and 29 mm, as well as in different cycles of 
period loading are represented in table 1-4.  
According to the results of the study, the amount 
of retention of locator attachments were clearly 
greater than ball attachments, and also with 
increase of periodic loading cycles, the retention 
of both attachments was constantly reduced.  
According to the results of the three-way 
ANOVA, the effects ofinter-implant distance 
parameters on the retention amount of the 
attachments were not significant (p=0.09), but 
effects of attachment type parameters (p<0.0001) 
and the number of periodic loading cycles 
(p<0.0001) on retention of attachments were 
significant. On the other hand, mutual effects of 
inter-implant distance parameters and attachment 

type (p=0.14) and the inter-implant distances and 
the number of periodic loading cycles (p=0.12) on 
retention of attachments were not significant, 
however, mutual effects of parameters of 
attachment type and the number of periodic 
loading cycles (p<0.0001), as well as mutual 
effects of parameters ofinter-implant distances, 
attachment type, and the number of periodic 
loading cycles (p<0.05) on retention of 
attachments were significant.On the other hand, 
using one-way ANOVA test, there were no 
significant differences in the retention amount of 
ball attachment atinter-implant distances of 19mm 
and in terms of different periodic loading cycles 
(p=0.15). Additionally, significant differences 
were recorded in the retention amount of locator 
attachment at inter-implant distance of 19mm in 
terms of the number of periodic loading cycles 
(p<0.0001). significant differences were recorded 
in the retention amount of locator attachment at 
inter-implant distance of 23mm in terms of the 
number of periodic loading cycles(one-way 
ANOVA test: p<0.0001). Significant differences 
were recorded in retention amount of locator 
attachments at inter-implant distance of 29mm in 
terms of the number of periodic loading cycles 
(p<0.0001).Using student t test, significant 
differences were recorded in retention amount of 
ball and locator attachments at inter-implant 
distances of 19mm and in zero periodic loading 
cycles (p<0.0001); in inter-implant distance of 
23mm and in the same number of cycles 
(p<0.0001); and also in inter-implant distance of 
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29mm and in the same number of cycles 
(p<0.0001). The same observations were reported 
in number of cycles of 120 times and in inter-
implant distancesof 19mm (p<0.0001); 23mm 
(p<0.0001) and 29mm (p<0.0001). Similar 
findings were recordedatthe number of cycles of 
360 times and in inter-implant distancesof 19mm 
(p<0.0001); 23mm (p<0.0001) and 29mm 
(p<0.0001); the number of cycles of 720 times and 
in inter-implant distances of 19mm (p<0.0001); 
23mm (p<0.0001) and 29mm (0.0001); and also in 
the number of cycles of 1440 times and in inter-
implant distancesof 19mm (p<0.0001); 23mm 
(p<0.0001) and 29mm (p<0.004). In table 5, the 

mean retention of bar and locator attachments in 
different inter-implant distances and in terms if 
the number of periodic loading cycles are 
presented.In this table, the retention amount of 
attachments in different periodic cycles compared 
to the first period, as well as its significant level 
are specified. According to the results of the 
research, the amount of retention reduction of 
attachment, in locator attachment and in all of the 
periodic cycles, was significant compared to the 
first period, but in ball attachment, significant 
reductions were recorded in inter-implant 
distances of 23 and 29mm and in higher number 
of periodic cycles (720 and 1440 times).  

 
Table 1. Mean, standard deviation and other central scattering indices of ball and locator attachments In the inter-
implant distance of 19 mm  

Attachment Type Cycle number Mean Standard deviation Standard error 95% Confidence 
Lower range Upper range 

Ball 

0 
120 
360 
720 
1440 
Total 

N 14/98 
N 13/99 
N 11/69 
N 10/81 
N 10/06 
N 12/31 

3/78 
3/5 
4/37 
3/41 
3/82 
4/0 

1/54 
1/43 
1/79 
1/39 
1/56 
0/73 

N 11/01 
N 10/31 
N 7/1 
N 7/23 
N 6/05 
N 10/81 

N 18/95 
N 17/67 
N 16/28 
N 14/39 
N 14/07 
N 13/8 

locator 

0 
120 
360 
720 
1440 
Total 

N 113/11 
N 79/52 
N 71/84 
N 63/98 
N 42/65 
N 74/22 

6/55 
8/02 
9/96 
8/88 

13/47 
25/06 

2/67 
3/28 
4/07 
3/63 
5/51 
4/58 

N 106/24 
N 71/09 
N 61/39 
N 54/66 
N 28/51 
N 64/86 

N 119/98 
N 87/94 
N 82/29 
N 73/29 
N 56/79 
N 83/58 

 
Table 2. Mean, standard deviation and other central scattering indices of ball and locator attachments In the inter-
implant distance of 23 mm  

Attachment Type Cycle number Mean Standard deviation Standard error 
95% Confidence 

Lower range Upper range 

Ball 

0 
120 
360 
720 
1440 
Total 

N 15/2 
N 13/97 
N 12/28 
N 10/63 
N 7/55 
N 11/93 

2/64 
1/98 
2/15 
1/41 
0/82 
3/25 

1/08 
0/81 
0/88 
0/58 
0/33 
0/59 

N 12/43 
N 11/89 
N 10/02 
N 9/15 
N 6/69 
N 10/71 

N 17/97 
N 16/05 
N 14/54 
N 12/11 
N 8/41 
N 13/14 

Locator 

0 
120 
360 
720 
1440 
Total 

N 114/42 
N 71/11 
N 60/48 
N 54/82 
N 38/85 
N 67/93 

12/3 
10/97 
10/57 
12/75 
11/81 
28/09 

5/02 
4/48 
4/32 
5/2 

4/82 
5/13 

N 101/51 
N 59/59 
N 49/38 
N 41/44 
N 26/45 
N 57/44 

N 127/33 
N 82/61 
N 71/57 
N 68/19 
N 51/24 
N 78/43 
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Table 3. Mean, standard deviation and other central scattering indices of ball and locator attachments In the inter-
implant distance of 29 mm  

Attachment Type Cycle number Mean Standard deviation Standard error 95% Confidence 
Lower range Upper range 

Ball 

0 
120 
360 
720 
1440 
Total 

N 14.89 
N 16/13  
N 88/12  
N 42/11  
N 76/8  
N 22/12  

89/2  
45/2  
35/2  
49/2  
88/0  
99/2  

18/1  
01/1  
96/0  
01/1  
36/0  
55/0  

N 85/11  
N 58/10  
N 42/10  
N 81/8  
N 83/7  
N 09/11  

N 72/17  
N 73/15  
N 35/15  
N 03/14  
N 68/9  
N 34/13  

Locator 

0 
120 
360 
720 
1440 
Total 

N 64/123  
N 67/83  
N 14/62  
N 96/44  
N 15/30  
N 91/68  

48/12  
18/17  
88/14  
74/13  
87/13  
85/35  

09/5  
01/7  
08/6  
61/5  
66/5  
55/6  

N 54/110  
N 63/65  
N 52/46  
N 55/30  
N 59/15  
N 52/55  

N 73/136  
N 69/101  
N 76/77  
N 38/59  
N 69/44  
N 29/82  

 
Table 4.Mean, standard deviation and other central scattering indices of ball and locator attachments at different 
periodic cycles 

Attachment Type Cycle number Mean Standard deviation Standard error 
95% Confidence 

Lower   range Upper range 

ball 

0 
120 
360 
720 

1440 
Total 

N 02/15  
N 71/13  
N 28/12  
N 95/10  
N 79/8  

96/2  
59/2  
98/2  
44/2  
41/2  

69/0  
61/0  
7/0  

57/0  
57/0  

N 55/13  
N 42/12  
N 8/10  
N 74/9  
N 59/7  

N 49/16  
N 99/14  
N 76/13  
N 16/12  
N 99/9  

Locator 

0 
120 
360 
720 

1440 
Total 

N 06/117  
N 09/78  
N 82/64  
N 59/54  
N 21/37  

23/11  
04/13  
41/12  
79/13  
42/13  

65/2  
07/3  
92/2  
25/3  
16/3  

N 47/111  
N 61/71  
N 65/58  
N 72/47  
N 54/30  

N 64/122  
N 58/84  
N 99/70  
N 45/61  
N 88/43  

 
DISCUSSION  
According to the results of this study, the effects 
of parameters of inter-implant distances under 
applying vertical forces on attachment retention 
values were not significant, but effects of 
parameters of attachment type and number of 
periodic loading cycles on these values were 
significant. In general, the retention values 
obtained for both attachments in different inter-
implant distances were within each other range 
and were slightly different. There were no 
significant differences in terms of retention of ball 
(o-ring) and locator attachments in different 
periodic cycles in different inter-implant distances 
(except locator attachment, that showed 
significant differences between inter-implant 
distances of 19 and 29mm in cycle number of 720 

times in terms of retention amount). Considering 
that insertion of implants with 19, 23 and 29 mm 
distances had no significant effects on retention 
values under applying vertical forces, therefore, it 
seems that the position of implants in the jaw in 
both sides of the midline was not effective in 
abrasion rate of attachments. In other words, 
under vertical forces, the distance that two 
implants placed from each other does not have 
much effect on retention amount of them. Since 
the present study merely evaluates the vertical 
retention, the effect of inter-implant distance is 
limited to the amount of retention and its 
reduction. At the same time, using vertical 
retention values is one of the methodological 
differences between different studies, and 
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applying non-axial forces to the implants can have 
dissimilar results with finding of the present study.  
Tabatabaian et al. (2014); evaluated the effects of 
the inter-implant distance on the amount of 
retention and resistance againstdisplacement 
forces in mandibular tissue and implant-based 
overdentures and they showed that inter-implant 
distance does not have a clear effect on the 
amount of vertical retention and mile resistance of 
mandibular tissue and implant-based 
overdentures, but it is effective on their anterior-
posterior resistance (22). According to the results 
of this study, there were no significant differences 
in retention values of ball/o-ring attachments in 
inter-implant distance of 19mm and in terms of 
different periodic loading cycles, but significant 
differences were recorded in locator attachments 
in terms of force values in inter-implant distance 
of 29mm in terms of the number of periodic 
loading cycles. This difference between the two 
attachment systems is probably due to the 
difference in the characteristics of the two 
attachments and also the different distances of 
implants during assessing the retention values of 
attachments. In the study by Khalilpour et al. 
(2013); the effects of inter-implant distances in the 
retention amount of locator attachments in 
implant-based overdentures in 2 attachment 
brands of 3i and Dio were determined and 
retention amount in inter-implant distance of 
23mm from zero to 720 cycles was reporter 
greater than distance of 19mm, although after 
1440 cycles, there were no significant differences 
(23). These results are somewhat different from 
the results of this study. In the above study, the set 
of attachments and analogs with reline acrylic has 
been placed in 2 inter-implant distances of 19 and 
23mm, and number of periodic cycles are also 
applied similar to present study as zero, 120, 360, 
720 and 1440, althoughattachment systems in the 
present study were different from the study by 
Khalilpour et al. (2013) (23). In the above study, 
as well as in the present study, the forces were 
applied vertically and perhaps this is the main 
reason for the similarity of the results of the 
findings.  

However, Michelinakis et al. (2006) showed that 
the inter-implant distance played a significant role 
in retention amount in set of Harder bar/Red clip; 
and also in distances of 19-23mm, ball/socket 
attachments created more retention than yellow 
and white clips and magnets, and in distance of 
29mm, the ball abutments were also better (18). In 
the above study, the amounts of vertical tensile 
forces were examined and stone casts with 2 
implant analogs were placed in distances of 19, 23 
and 29mm from each other. The difference 
between the results of the above study and the 
results of this study can be due to the differences 
in attachment types, so that ball attachment in 
present study had o-ring and in the last study has 
been made of ball/socket.  
In the study by Petropoulos and Smith (2002); 
limited amount of retention in titanium ball/socket 
attachments was observed compared to golden 
ball/socket attachments (11). The difference 
between the various studies in this regard can be 
due to the different types of materials, their 
different abrasions, as well as different initial 
retention values and retention amount caused by 
the fatigue process(7). On the other hand, in some 
studies vertical forces have been applied to the 
samples, but in other studies, non-axial forces also 
have been applied to attachments, and retention 
amount in these conditions has been different.  
Despite the fact that there were no significant 
differences in the retention values of ball and 
locator attachments in the study in different inter-
implant distances, retention amount in inter-
implant distance of 19mm was slightly greater 
compared to inter-implant distances of 23 and 
29mm. Contrary to the results of this study, 
Scherer et al. (2014); the values of displacement 
forces have been increased synchronic with 
increasing of inter-implant distance in the model 
(24). In the recent study, vertical retention and 
horizontal stability of overdenture prosthesis were 
evaluated in distal position of implants, and 
ball/cap attachment used in it was also different 
from the present study (ball/o-ring). This issue has 
also been reported in other studies (18,19). 
However, in recent studies, the effects of inter-
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implant distances, especially in ball attachments, 
have been considerable.  
As a general rule, a single bar is used by ideal 
length of 20-22mm and with two clip-riders. For 
this purpose, there should be a space between 
center of implants with a diameter of 4mm (25). In 
the experimental study by Setz et al. (1998) on 
determining the retention amount of prefabricated 
attachments, the distance between outer edges of 
implants was considered as 22mm (26). Botega et 
al. (2004) also considered the distance between 
the implant centers as 22m for evaluating ball and 
bar attachment systems (27). 
According to the results of the present 
study,retention of locator attachment in each 
periodic cyclesand also in different inter-implant 
distances were significantly greater than ball/o-
ring attachments. In general, the retention amount 
of ball/o-ring and locator attachments in all of the 
cycles and inter-implant distances were 12/15 
MPa and 70.35 MPa, which indicate greater 
amount of retention in locater group compare to 
ball/o-ring.  
There are several types of attachments, in this 
study the widely used types of them,prefabricated 
ball/o-ring and locator attachments were used. In 
the study by Sadig (2009), it also has been 
reported that retention amount of locator 
attachments is greater than ball attachments, 
which these observations are in consistent with the 
results of the present study (28). In previous 
studies, there has been a tight competition 
between the locator and ball attachments in terms 
of retention, so that in some cases, ball 
attachments and other cases the locator 
attachments have showed greater retention. This 
difference in observation may be due to 
differences in the type of nylon inserts used or the 
method of applying the force. Also, these 
differences may also occur due to the use of ball 
attachments with o-ring or ball attachments with 
metal or plastic caps.  
In the study by Alsabeeha et al. (2010), the 
retention amount of 6 attachment system were 
examined, and 2 ball attachments and 4 locator 
attachments were examined on 3 test casts with 

highly analyzed ridge simulations. According to 
the results of the study, the highest amount of 
retention was related to ball attachment and at the 
next level, it was related to white locator 
attachments, which was different from the present 
study (29).  
In the study by Scherer et al. (2014), locator 
attachment also created greater retention and 
stability compare to o-ring and ERA (orange) 
(24), which these finding are in consistent with 
results of the present study.  
Uludag (2012); evaluated the retention values in 5 
different implant designs in 2 to 3 implant-based 
overdentures in Vitro, and they estimated the 
amount of retention in implants with clear locator 
in the model with 3 implants, higher than other 
groups (30).  
In the study by Chung et al. (2011); after 1800 
cycles of insertion and pulling, retention values 
were lost 70%, however, locator attachments got 
more retention in the final point (in comparison 
with Neomagnet and Magnetic). These findings 
were also found in the present study (31); so that 
according to the results of the present study and in 
inter-implant distance of 19mm, reduction of 
retention values after 1440 periodic cycles in 
ball/o-ring attachments were 32.9% and in locator 
attachments were 62.3%. The percentage of drop 
of retention values in inter-implant distance of 
23mm in these two attachment reported as 50.3% 
and 66.1%, and in inter-implant distance of 29mm 
as 41.2% and 75.6%.  
The ball attachments are prefabricated and in non-
splint condition they are easily replaceable and 
they are highly sanitary. The locator attachments 
are newer and in terms of general acceptance are 
at a high level, since the patient can insert his/her 
prosthesis easier in the desired location. Locator 
and ballattachments, as well as bar attachments 
are more favorable than other attachments and 
have more clinical applications, which one of the 
main reason for this are patient comfort and 
optimal retention of attachment.  
In general, the amount of retention force that is 
created by attachment system, should be that 
much sufficient to prevent from overdenture 
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relocation (32). However, until now, there has not 
been a clear description introduced from 
acceptable level of retention for attachment in 
overdenture. A different range of acceptable 
retention force (from 1 up to 85 Newton) has been 
reported for different systems in mandibular 
overdentures (26, 27). On the other hand, 
Caldwell (1962) examined the role of food 
stickiness in this field, and showed that in a 
moveable mandibular prosthesis with a free end, 
when using sticky diet, at least 15-20 N 
preservative force is needed so it would not be 
removed from the ridge surface, and when using 
normal and non-sticky diet, this force decreases to 
10 N (33). According to his estimation, an 
attachment system must provide a range of force 
equal to 10-20 N in order to prevent displacement 
of the denture (33).  
In the present study, retention values of 
attachments were at the highest in zero number of 
periodic cycles, but with increase in the number of 
periodic cycles, this retention amount was 
continuouslyreduced. The highest reduction in 
retention values in both attachments was recorded 
in periodic cycles of 1440 times compare to 
condition without periodic cycles. On the other 
hand, in each of the number of periodic cycles, 
retention amount of attachments was lower 
compare to the previous number of periodic 
cycles.  
Turk et al. (2014) examined the retention amount 
of ball and locator attachments in implant-based 
overdentures, and showed the reduction in 
retention values in ball attachments, after cycles of 
100, 200, 400, 500 and 1500, and in locator 
attachments after cycles of 100, 200, 300, 500 and 
3000, the reduction in retention amount was 
apparent (34). These observations were also 
observed in this study, although the number of 
periodic cycles of present study was determined 
different from the previous study. 
Satti et al. (2013); evaluated the characteristics of 
the two attachments of locator and OT equator in 
overdentures placed on 2 implants, and showed 
that in 1440 cycles, locator group has lost 33% 
and OT equator 45% of their initial retention (21). 

These findings were also observed in the present 
study.  
In the study by Jalilian et al. (2014), samples that 
were exposed to thermal cycles, regardless of the 
angles they have exposed to these cycles,they 
showed greater amount of reduction in retention in 
comparison to the samples not exposed to thermal 
cycles (35). Therefore, thermal cycles not only 
cause the increase of reduction, they also cause 
more samples to lose their durability and the need 
to change the attachments would be more.  
In examination of short-term and long-term effects 
of function (periodic cycles) on changes in 
retention of attachments, in general, a repeatable 
reduction pattern has been reported (36). In ball 
attachments, insertion and pulling cycles cause 
gradual and continuous reduction in prosthesis 
retention, so that a final retention reduction is seen 
after 500 cycles, and this reduction was 80% of 
initial retention in 2000 cycle (11, 37). In a study 
on locator attachment, Rutkunas et al. (2005) 
showed that in 15000 cycle, retention reduction 
pattern in locator had a fluctuation (37). Also, in 
the study by Abi Nader et al. (2011), after 5500 
cycle, the retention amount reached 40% of initial 
retention, and retention reduction curve in them 
was also non-linear (38). In the study by Jalilian et 
al. (2014), with passing of time and execution of 
insertion and pulling cycles, the general pattern 
was reduced, and this retention reduction was also 
significant over time (35). In this study, the 
attachments were placed in parallel to each other. 
This was also done in the study by Guilizio et al. 
(2005) (15). It is determined that if metal housing 
would not be used, balls should be at 30 degrees 
angle to each other, but in the case of using golden 
matrix, balls are better to be parallel to each other.  
In the above study, retention and stability of 
denture were evaluated from the dentist’s point of 
view, numerically and by measuring the MDF 
force values. This indicator is introduced by 
Retropoulos and Smith (2002) (11). With the use 
of this indicator, the studies have been made more 
scientifically and it is possible to compare the 
results better.In the mouth, Overdentures moving 
in different directions.These movements are 
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complex and in order to facilitate their 
examination, in the present study, only applying 
vertical force was studied. This mechanism has 
been used in some other studies (11). When 
applying vertical forces, the force point is the 
center of gravity of the model, which is the same 
central ring position on the overdenture. These 
forces move the overdenture towards applied force 
that is opposed to the insertion path, and may lead 
to overdenture displacement. In this study, tension 
was used to evaluate the force values. Vertical 
tension is synonymous with chewing sticky food, 
which applies a force in opposite direction of 
insertion patch.  
For applying tension, the speed of the machine 
was set to 50 mm/min, which is estimated based 
on the average speed of denture movement in the 
mouth during functional movements (39, 40). This 
speed is also more similar to reality, that is, the 
time it takes to patient removes the denture from 
his/her mouth (11, 13). However, some have 
suggested a speed of 120 mm/min in this regard 
(13, 26). Rutkunas et al. (2007) in an experimental 
evaluation showed that the faster the removing 
speed would be the less force would be generated 
(13).  
In this study, nylon inserts with clear color were 
used, which their retention was greater than other 
types, and they considered as the most common 
type used in clinical applications. On the other 
hand, in the present study, a metal base was used 
for preserving the housing, which this causesthe 
changes in the position of matrices would be the 
least and changes would be at minimum (11, 39, 
40).  
Inter-implant distance in clinical practices is 
determined based on the number of implants to be 
used, as well as other factors (4). The minimum 
inter-implant distance must be 3mm (4). In this 
distance, there is the possibility of using the ball 
attachment (1). However, to use bar attachment, 
this distance should be increased to 12mm (1). In 
the present study, inter-implant distances of 19, 23 
and 29mm were used with considering the two 
sides of midline for determining the retention of 
ball and locator attachments. These distances were 

selected as 22/88mm by considering the mean 
distance between the canines, which is very close 
to the distance of 22mm reported for untreated 
angle C1 I dental system (18). In the study by 
Michelinakis et al. (2006); to determine the role of 
inter-implant distance variables and attachment 
type on the amount of retention generated by 
mandibular overdenture based on two implants, 
stone casts with 2 implant analogs were placed at 
distances of 19, 23 and 29mm from each other 
(18).  
 
CONCLUSION 
In general, with the increase in the number of 
periodic cycles, the retention of attachments has 
continuously reduced, and the retention of locator 
attachments has been significantly greater than 
ball-o-ring attachments. Due to the apparent 
differences in retention of attachments based on 
inter-implant distances, it seems that the position 
of implants in the jaw in two sides of midline, in 
the case of parallelism and identical distance from 
the midline, was not effective on the retention of 
attachments, and clinicians can place the implants 
in the desired position based on the bone condition 
and other patient related factors, without this 
having adverse effect on their retentions.  
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